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Project Quero 
Goal: 
Project Quero is a location-independent file-sharing tool targeting non-life critical data 
such as mp3s and other forms of media. The Quero network maintains a dynamically 
changing hierarchical structure where computers are qualified to perform particular tasks 
based on certain heuristics such as bandwidth, hard drive, average login time, the files 
that they store, etc. Quero does not require dedicated resources, so regardless of what 
tasks a user may have, they will be able to leave the network without causing any harm. 
 
 

Background 
Types of Searching:  
When designing a new system for searching it is first valuable to consider the two major 
classes of searching systems, location dependent searching, and non-location based 
searching. 
 
 
 
Location dependent searching:  Location based searching is searching for an object or 
entity where the location of the object is described by the name of the object.  One of the 
most widely used location based searching systems is used in Domain Name System 
(DNS). 
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Domain name resolution is the process of converting a domain name, 
www.washington.edu, into a 32 bit IP address 140.142.15.163.  What makes the domain 
name system a location-based search is that the name www.washington.edu hierarchy 
describes where to look for the required IP address.  In DNS all a node in the network is 
required to know only about its parent and the nodes/leafs connected directly to it.  So in 
the diagram above, Washington.edu would know about its parent, edu, and its children, 
math.washington.edu and cs.washington.edu.  For performance reasons nodes will often 
cash knowledge about other nodes. 
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Domain Name resolution works using the following steps.  The client queries its DNS 
server for the IP address of a domain name.  If the DNS server knows the IP address 
mapping it sends the IP address back to the client.  Otherwise, the DNS server becomes a 
client and sends the search on.  The DNS server will send the request to the closest 
matching address it knows about, right to left.  If none of the address matches the query 
the request is sent to the current DNS servers parent. 

 
The following is an example of how domain names are resolved.  Assume a computer at 
cs.orst.edu is trying to access shared resources at cs.washington.edu.  The cs.orst.edu 
computer would first query its local domain name server cs.orst.edu to see if it knew 
where cs.washington.edu was.  In this case the domain name server doesn’t know, so the 
local domain name server sends the domain name resolution request to its parent orst.edu, 
who yet again doesn’t know and intern forwards the request to edu.  Now in the domain 
name system, each node in the hierarchy is required to know about all the nodes directly 
connect to it by definition if washington.edu exists edu will know where it is.  But in the 
case washington.edu isn’t the full search request so the search is passed from edu to 
washington.edu.  Finally by definition washington.edu must know about 
cs.washington.edu if it exists.  It does exist so washington.edu sends the IP address 
cs.Washington.edu back to edu, which sends it back to orst.edu, who then forwards it 
back to cs.orst.edu. 
  
Location Independent Searching: 
Obviously the name/description of a resource doesn’t always describe where the resource 
is.  In this case the search is said to be location independent.  Numerous distributed 
search engines have been created before to search for location independent data.  Napster, 
Gnutella, and FreeNet are all examples of distributed searching technologies.  Project 
Quero is designed to leverage positive aspects of each search technique to create a higher 
performing search engine. 
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Napster:  Napster provides the ultimate in high performance, MP3 searching.  Napster 
utilizes a star topology search engine where a central server or set of Napster servers 
holds a directory of all the files computers connected to the network are sharing.  When a 
user logs onto the Napster system, their computer sends Napster the list of files their 
computer is sharing.  Then when the user queries Napster for a file, Napster runs the 
query against its local database created from the list of files users have sent it.  Napster 
then sends the user the queries result and the user can then contact the other user sharing 
the resource.  Statistics gathered over a few days suggest that the average user connected 
to Napster sharing files, shares approximately 170 files. 
 
Thus to search for any file, the Napster system basically involves only two network 
transmissions.  The user sends Napster a query, and Napster replies with the result of 
running the query against its private database.  In the Napster diagram above, computer A 
queries the Napster directory, the Napster directory responds with a set of results, which 
include computer B.  Computer A then directly contacts computer B that is sharing the 
desired file, and attempts to download the file.  
 
While the Napster system allows users to efficiently share files, it does so at a cost, the 
users loose anonymity.  Further while the Napster service in its self might be function 
perfectly, the service can still be made unavailable to users if the users service provider 
blocks the service.  
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Gnutella/FreeNet

 
Gnutella/FreeNet:  Gnutella and FreeNet were designed in part to create a network 
similar to Napster, but one which would be much more difficult if not impossible to block 
access to, in the way that some universities had attempted to block access to Napster.  
Gnutella and FreeNet work by interconnecting a number of generic hosts.  When a search 
is to be conducted the searching computer sends a message to each computer directly 
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connected to it, in the case of computer A, it would just be computer C, each of these 
computers intern passes the search request on, C sends the message to D and E, and D to 
B.  If the computer has recourses, which are being searched for the computer sends a 
message back to A, Computer B thinks it has what A wants so it sends a message back to 
A.  FreeNet has expanded the searching paradigm to provide some level of anonymity, 
data and key cashing.  
 
The major problem with the this basic architecture is that while the network is difficult to 
block due to its disorganized ultra distributed state, this distributed state makes searching 
the network very inefficient, to search 100 hosts, 100 hosts must be contacted.  Further 
slow modem links will directly slow the network performance, because to search the 
network these slow links must be traversed. 
 
When sending out search queries, the unorganized nature of the computers creates 
inherent loops in the connections that the file queries must traverse.  Thus to keep queries 
from looping on forever TTL fields are used keep queries from bouncing on forever.  But 
this necessity points out that not only is the searching network inefficient, for it requires 
N computer connections and searches to search N computers but also some of those N 
computers will most likely be hit more then once. 
 
A balance between the two extremes: 
Both Napster and Gnutella have their advantages and disadvantages. We hope to find a 
solution that is more structured than Gnutella yet does not depend on dedicated resources 
like Napster.  By doing so, we expect to achieve the benefit of both spectrums. 
 
Quero: 

From the end-user’s point of view, our Quero will have the following features: 
 

• Search – User’s should be able to search for files, and view the results of their 
search. This does not guarantee that all files that match the search will be returned 
or even a majority of them. However, since we are assuming non-life critical data 
the user shouldn’t care too much. 

 
• File Transfer – Once the user is given the search results, they can request file 

transfer from other users who have files they want. 
 
• Ease of use – Our program will be extremely easy to use, much like Napster is 

 
• User’s aren’t overburdened – Regardless of what role a person may play in the 

topology of our network, a user should never feel a significant performance in 
their computers or their bandwidth 

 
• Platform independence – User’s will be able to run the application under 

environments that support Java and Swing UI. 
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Assumptions: 

In order to produce a relatively simple and efficient implementation of this distributed 
system, we are building the application under the following assumptions: 

1) Non-life critical data and lots of duplicated data:  
Our search engine is based on delivering results for non-life critical data (mp3s). 
As a result, we don’t have to return all possible results or scan the entire network 
since duplicated data will more than likely be located in many subsets of the 
network. Even if our searching algorithm is flawed, as long as it works most of 
the time it will be acceptable. As a result of this, searches will be faster and each 
search will contribute less traffic to the network than otherwise  

2) There is a set of computers that are connected to the network for long 
durations of time 
Obviously not every computer in the network will be a super-computer, but we 
are basing our implementation on the fact that at there will be at least some 
computers that are on for several hours at a time (dedicated connections, etc). 
This will help us to establish a network topology that undergoes very frequent 
reconfigurations.  

 
Architecture: 

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Quaero

Level 0

Each top level node is limited
to 32,768 files
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Leaf Nodes: This is the simplest node in the network. It is not involved in receiving 
search queries from anybody. Their tasks are limited to being able to send out search 
queries, and send/receive files with other nodes, and leasing space from a master browser. 
 

Informing their master browser:  Leaf nodes must inform their local master 
browser of the existence of themselves, and the files they are sharing.  Any 
changes to the files being shared (adding, deleting files, and changing file sizes) 
should be reported to the master browser.  
 
Transferring data:  Leaf nodes are responsible to transfer data between 
themselves and other users who request the files share by the leaf node. 
 
Leaf Nodes are required to inform their master browsers of their existence every 
so often.  If the leafs cannot detect the master browser, the leaf’s will hold a 
election to determine which one should become the new master browser, and that 
new master browser will insert itself into the network. 
 

Master Browsers:  Master browsers have all the requirements of a Leaf Node, with their 
master browser being their parent.  In addition to the responsibilities of a leaf the master 
browser is responsible with doing three things, holding a search directory of their 
children files, splitting / holding elections, and cashing queries. 

 
Search Directories:  The master browser is responsible for holding a searchable 
directory of all the contents shared by its children.  The master browsers search 
directories are not guaranteed to be absolutely accurate, only almost accurate.  The 
general idea is that to decrease search time, if a master browser is queried there is 
absolutely no reason to query its children.  The only reason why the master browser will 
not provided the most accurate search results, is because the master browser might not 
yet have received an update to a recent change on a leaf. 
  
Cashing:   The master browser will cash results of queries.  The idea is that if a master 
browser is being queried by one of its children and the master browser doesn’t know the 
answer to the query the master browser will propagate the query <see searching> on 
receiving the answer of the query the master browser will cash the answer.  Then future 
queries can be tested against this cashed result, and hopefully reduce the need for 
propagation of the query.  To keep the cash from getting to large, cashed data will have a 
fixed maximum size. 
  
Holding Elections:  Elections can be held between a groups of nodes, the node to initiate 
an election will run an election, this will often be a master browser node.  To process an 
election the node running an election will ask each node in its immediate network for the 
nodes heuristic indicators.  (memory available, hard disk space available, average uptime, 
bandwidth, hit count, etc.) .   With the heuristic indicators for all the nodes the node 
holding the election will determine which node should be the master browser.  The node 
holding the election will then inform the master-browsing node that it is the master 
browser.  After electing a new master browser all sub nodes need to be informed of the 
new master browser. 
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Splitting:  Each master browser will be a browser for no more then 32 machines.  If more 
then 32 machines connect to a master browser the master browser will call for an election 
and split its children. 
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Splitting when the master browser has no parent:  The master browser will call for the 
election of two new nodes, these two nodes will become the only children of the master 
browser, and the existing network will be divided between the two children.  The two 
new children must learn the search directory for all their children, they will start out with 
empty cashes. 
  
Splitting when master browser has a parent:  The master browser will then elect one 
new node; the children of the master browser will then be divided between the new node, 
and itself.  The new node will then inform the parent of the master browser that it is also 
a master browser and a child of that node.  The one new node must learn the search 
directory for all its children and its cash start out with empty.  
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Bandwidth Splitting:  If a machine, which currently is the master browser, is getting 
hammered but has fewer then 32 nodes connected to it.  Then it can perform a bandwidth 
split.  To perform a bandwidth split the master browser performs an election among its 
nodes.  If there is a single node that is significantly better then the master browser, the 
master browser and that node will swap position, if there isn’t a significantly better node, 
the next best node will be upgraded to a co-master browser (see diagram above).  The 
nodes in the network will then randomly select a master browser to talk to, and the parent 
of the master browser will randomly choose between the two master browsers.  For the 
parent of the master browser the old master browser and the co master browser only 
count as one node, when counting the number of connections to the parent’s master 
browser.  The new node or the upgraded node will must learn about its children’s search 
directories before it can become operational, it will obviously start out with empty cash. 
 
Node Limiting:  To keep the master browsers from being required to index to much data 
the master browsers will impose a strict limit on the number of nodes which they let 
connect to them, in that they will let the total number of files shared by any one master 
browser contain no more then 32,768 files.  If the total number of files shared under a 
master browser grows to big, the master browser can eject one of its nodes, turning that 
node into a top-level master browser.  <see top level master browsers> 
 
Shutting down gracefully:  Master Browsers cannot always shut down gracefully but 
when they can it’s definitely worth doing.  To shut down a master browser the master 
browser should just hold a new election to elect a new master browser.  Ideally master 
browsers should keep statistics concerning their uptime, and auto log themselves off if 
they anticipate that they will be shut off soon.  
 
Top-Level Master Browsers:  Top-level master browsers are master browsers with no 
parents.  These master browsers are required to implement all the features of the regular 
master browser along with the features of the top-level master browser.  A node acting as 
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a top-level master browser is required to do a few extra things.  It must keep a list of all 
the other top-level master browsers in the network, and it must send all these top-level 
master browsers messages with some frequency.  Further if asked for a list of the entire 
top-level master browsers in the network the master browser must provided one.  Finally 
the search propagation for this master browser is a little different.  If the top-level master 
browser doesn’t know enough answers for a query it will do one of two things.  If the 
general network traffic is low the master browser will send the query on to all other top-
level master browsers in the network.  If the network traffic is high then the top-level 
master browser will send the query on to a random sample of the other top-level master 
browsers.  Remember when top-level master browsers receive queries from other top-
level master browsers they do not search there caches.   
 
Searching the Network:   
Network searches are conducted in clear text, and are currently just be queries of file 
names and potentially MP3 Id3 tags will be added later.  To search the network, a client 
will first search its local database to determine if it knows of any machines satisfying the 
query.  If the client knows enough machines at this point the query stops, most likely the 
client won’t.  In this case it will randomly select one of its master browsers.  It will pass 
its query on to this machine.  The master browser receiving the query will then search 
using the following system.  The master browser will search its local directory like the 
node; if the master browser finds enough results it will return the results to the node that 
queried it.  If the master browser doesn’t know enough results it will ask its master 
browser.  On receiving the results of a propagated query the master browser will cache 
any results it doesn’t already know and pass the results back down to the node that called 
it. 
 
Accessing the Resource: After receiving a list of a subset of machines connected to the 
search network that might satisfy the clients search request the client can connect directly 
to one of these machines and download the file.  There will be no guarantee that machine 
names which get sent to the client a possible hit will be valid in any way upon arriving at 
the clients machine. 
 
Redundancy:  Every node should know about its siblings, and its parent’s two levels up.  
Thus if a master browser is improperly shutdown, the master browser can easily be 
recreated, without re-inserting a node into the tree. 

 
Connecting to other trees / Re-Adding oneself to the network: Unfortunately hosts 
might not always be able to grow their own search network.  A few reasons for this 
would be single hosts who come online absent a search network, or a sub tree that has 
become separated from the network and must re-add itself to the network.  Reconnection 
will not be a fast process and should be avoided when ever possible.  To correctly add 
one tree into another tree, the tree being added must know its top-level master browser.  
The top level master browser will then request a list of all the other top level master 
browsers from one of the other current top level master browsers.  If the node is already 
listed in this list then the process will end because it for some reason got confused and 
thought it was separated when it wasn’t.  If the node isn’t on the list, most likely it won’t, 
then it will try to add itself to the master browsers in order of closeness of IP address 
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match.  If a master browser accepts the nodes being added the nodes will then move 
down the master browsers tree, trying to find the master browser with the closest IP 
address match.   If master browser will accept the node, because it is sharing to many 
files, the node will be come a upper/top level master browser and will just advertise its 
services as a top level master browser to the other top level master browsers. 
 
Joining the Network:  A machine will join the Quero search network using a multi-step 
process.   

1. First a machine joining the network will locate other using the discovery 
technologies in Jini, and one.world.  If a master browser can be detected it will be 
notified of the new node joining the network.  Notifying the master browser 
involves sending the master browser a list of the files shared on the new node, and 
sending the master browser any IP address of machines which the local node 
thinks might be connected to other Quero networks. (see connecting to other 
trees) 

 
2. If no other machines are found using discovery, and the machine has user entered 

IP address those IP address will be used to insert the new computer into the 
network (see connecting to other trees). 

 
3. If the machine has no valid IP address to connect to and cannot detect a master 

browser then it will set itself to be the master browser. 
 

Java Implementation 
 

File Index 
The goal of the local file index was to create a system by which a machine could quickly 
perform queries, machine share updates, and lease expirations to its file database indexes. 
 
As described above in our description of the design of the Quero system, any given node 
allows for a maximum 32 computers to connect to the node.  Internally in each 
connection is represented as a cell in an array.  The local computer file shares are just 
treated as a remote node in the file sharing system.  Each array cell then contains two 
AVL trees, one is a tree of all the keywords for file stored on the machines, and the other 
tree contains the machines the node is advertising.  
 
Each keyword in the keyword AVL tree contains an AVL tree of the machines sharing a 
resource containing the keyword.  Finally each machine node contains an AVL tree of all 
the files the machine is sharing that match the keyword for which the machine was stored 
under.  Note, any given file, can be advertised under more then one keyword. 
 
To conduct a search the system simultaneously searches each of the N cells in its array 
via threads.  As the threads finish their result are radix sorted back together, to return the 
set of best matches. 
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Each thread starts off by first searching for all the keywords in the query.  The results 
from this query are a list of all the machines on a given share that hold files containing 
words in the query.  Due to the fact that all the data is stored in AVL trees it comes at no 
cost to return the data stored in the tree in sorted order.  This sorted data can then be 
scanned at a big O cost of N to determine the files that satisfied the most keywords.  
Once the relevance of each file has been determined the search thread ends.  To improve 
searching performance, the keywords cash Vector representations of their machine data, 
so this data doesn’t need to be regenerated on each search. 
 
Networking 
 
This area is still largely a work in progress and is the area where all the work over the 
next week ½ will be spent. 
 
 
Unified UI 
In designing the UI for Quero there were two big challenges, first to design a UI that 
could easily interface with both the Java and One.world versions of Quero and second to 
make the UI compatible with a highly thread driven environment. 
 
In designing the Unified UI the central goal was to encapsulate as much of the UI as 
possible as a standalone module and export the few features which the core Quero system 
would require.  Using this approach version of Quero could both drive and use the UI as 
provided it had a few interfaces the UI requires.  Using this system both the UI and the 
core Quero code can be swapped with relative ease. 

 
Due to the highly threaded nature of Quero it is impossible for the UI to always exist in 
the same thread as the methods that wish to access it.  Thus all the inward UI public 
methods had to use the SwingUtilities.invokeLater methode to allow the main application 
to safely execute commands on the UI from different threads. 
 
Java Impressions 
In general pure java seems to provide much of the functionality required to develop 
distributed applications.  The two main things that have struck me during my 
development has been the memory requirements java imposes upon the applications 
running in its environment.  In profiling the UI, I have noticed that java seems to use 6X 
the memory that the UI is actually consuming.  The java version of Quero is by no means 
light in its use of memory, but this extra overhead by java is definitely undesirable.  The 
other area thing I have found myself doing over and over again has been feeling like I 
have been re-inventing the wheel.  While Java provides the foundations to write 
distributed apps on, it doesn’t provided all the necessary features, and many features 
architecture features need to be written before actual application development can 
commence.  The one big, big, plus to writing pure java code is the quality and quantity of 
Java documentation.  While the wheel some times needs to be re-invented the quality of 
the documentation helps reduce the time this takes. 
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Java Statistics  

Amount of source code (bytes) written largely uncommented 
UI Statistics 93, 617
MP3-Player 40, 926
Core Java Quero Code Unfinished 113,114
Total 247, 687
 

Lines of none commented source code as gathered from JavaNCSS 
Master Browser Code  666
FileIndex 686
File Scanner 67
File Transfer 68
Message 244
MP3 Player 990
UI 1915
UI.Preferences 270
Shared Classes 587
Total: 5,493
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One.World Implementation 
 
Components and Events in Quero 
 
The One.World implementation of Quero consists of 4 components: Quero, the main 
component in Quero; QueryManager, the component that services search requests; 
NetworkManager, the component that handles functions related to managing network; 
and TransferManager, the component that performs node-to-node transfer of MP3 files.  
The components are connected by event handlers and events passed between them.  In 
addition, information about a MP3 file such as the title or location of the node on which it 
is located, is encapsulated in a tuple subclass named SongInfo. 
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Typed Events 

 
Each type of requests or responses sent between the components in Quero is 
expressed as a subclass of Event.  Examples of these include Add, which is for adding 
the information about a song into the local tuple store, Remove, which is for 
removing the information about a song from the tuple store, and Search, which is for 
querying the local and possibly remote tuple stores for a song.  Data relevant to the 
request or response is expressed explicitly as fields in the Event subclass. For 
instance, information about the song to be added to the tuple store is expressed as a 
field named “songInfo” in the Add message. 
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Event Handlers Connecting the Components    

 
The components in Quero are connected by event handlers.  Each component has an 
event handler named “listener”, which is used to send events to and receive events 
from other components in Quero. 
Each component may have additional handlers for handling events specific to its 
functions.  For example, Query Manager has an event handler named “io” to handle 
most of the events related to structured IO. 

 
1. Quero 

 
Quero is the main component in the Quero application.  It is responsible for 
interacting with the user through the UserInterface (UI) it contains, sending user’s 
requests as events to other components in Quero, and showing the results and status 
to the user thru the UI.  In addition, when the environment starts up or stops, Quero 
forwards the appropriate events to other components, requesting them to start or stop 
themselves. 

 
2. Query Manager 

 
QueryManager is the component that services search requests.  If the local machine is 
a leaf node, Query Manager receives search requests only from the UI and then 
forwards them to its parent master browser.  Otherwise if the local machine is a 
master browser, search requests may come from the UI, or from Query Managers 
running on other nodes on the network.  In this case the Query Manager searches the 
local tuple store first: if the requested song is found, the results are returned to the 
source. Otherwise the request is forwarded again to the parent. 

 
On a node that serves as a master browser, an index of MP3 files on itself and all its 
children is created.  The index consists of SongInfo tuples, which describe MP3 files 
and are stored in the local tuple store provided by One.World Sturctured IO.  An 
event handler from the tuple store is obtained by sending a binding request to the 
request handler imported from environment, and a Lease Maintainer is used to 
maintain the lease on the tuple store.  Searching for, adding, and removing SongInfo 
are implemented as Input, Output, and Delete requests in Structured IO respectively. 
  
Forwarding of queries between nodes is implemented using the Remote Event 
Passing mechanism in One.World.  When the Query Manager starts up, it remotely 
exports an event handler by sending a binding request to the request handler imported 
from environment, and a Lease Maintainer is used to maintain the lease on the 
exported handler.  When a query should be forwarded, it is nested inside a Remote 
Event, which is sent to the event handler exported by the Query Manager on the 
destination node. 
 
In forwarding remote queries, a remote reference to each node on the forwarding path 
is pushed onto a stack located in the query closure.  When the result of the remote 
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query is sent back, it backtracks by popping remote references off the stack and 
forwards itself using these remote references.  By doing so, the nodes on the path do 
not need to keep track of all queries passing through it in order to return the query 
results along the same path. 
 
Network states required for forwarding queries, such as parents or network role of the 
local machine, are provided by the Network Manager.  Whenever there are changes in 
these network states, a SetState Event is sent to the Query Manager by the Network 
Manager.  The SetState event then provides the updated information to the 
QueryManager.  In addition, when the Network Manager determines that a child is no 
longer connected, it sends a Remove message to the QueryManager, requesting to 
delete all SongInfo of MP3s located on the child node that timed-out. 

 
3. Network Manager 

 
NetworkManager is the component that handles functions related to managing 
network states such as maintaining (adding/removing) child nodes and master 
browsers, bandwidth splitting, etc. The main components of the Network Manager 
are: 

 
MasterBrowserList: 

• Adds/removes new Master Browsers connected to the node 
• Dispatching keep alive messages 
• Requesting a new Master Browser (from ElectionAgent) when needed 
• Notifies QueryManager of Master Browser Updates 
• Dispatches Logout messages to the MasterBrowser 

 
ChildNodeList: 

• Keeps a list of child nodes and keeps the query manager updated when new 
children are added or removed 

• Handles keep alive messages received from children 
 
ElectionAgent: 

• Handles elections which are performed to fill in for Master Browsers who 
have went afk, logged out, etc.. 

• Handles logins 
 
A full description of the NetworkManager functionality will be available in the final 
report after it is completed.. 

 
4. Transfer Manager 

 
Transfer Manager is the component that performs node-to-node transfer of MP3 files.  
It reads in MP3 files from the file-system, converts to them to tuples and sends them 
across the network. 
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One.world Statistics 
 
Number of non-commenting source statements, excluding the shared UI, UIPreference, 
and SharedClasses: 
 

Package NCSS 
Quero 117
quero.message 78
quero.query 234
quero.transfer 49
quero.network 98
Total: 478
 
Chia-Yang 
 
Classes: 

• one.world: Quero, QueryManager, Add, Remove, Search, SearchInfo, 
SearchResult, SetState, Show, SongInfo, UI 

 
Time-spent: 

• Setting up or upgrading the One.World environment: 5 hours  
• Learning One.World: 25.5 hours 
• Component Design from Specification: 3 hours 
• Writing Quero code: 34 hours 
• Maintaining status web page: 2.5 hours  

 
Bret: 
 
Classes: 

• Java: FileScanner, TypeFilter, Filter, UI 
• one.world: NetworkManager, ElectionAgent, MasterBrowserList, ChildNodeList 
 

Time-spent: 
• Setting up the One.World environment: 2 hours (mostly due to Chia-Yang’s help) 
• Learning One.World: 31 hours 
• Writing Quero code: 8 hours 
• Writing UI and Java side code: 6 hours 

 
David: 
 
Classes: 

• Java: FileTransferManager, FileSender, FileReciever 
• one.world: NetworkManager 

 
Time-Spent: 

• Setting up one.world environment: 
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o JDK, Forte IDE, environment: 2.5  
o One.World: 2.5 

• Learning about One.World: 
o Tutorial: 4.5 
o Reading javadoc: 6 
o Talking with Robert: .75 
o Reading Java reference manuals: 3.5 

• Desiging components: 
o FileTransferManager:  .5 
o NetworkManager: 4 

• Writing Quero code:   
o FileTransferManager: 4 
o NetworkManager: 5.5 

• Updating status web pages: 3  
• Receiving help from Chia-Yang on running Quero: 3 
• Writing this paper: 1 (so far) 

 
 
Coments on Working with one.world 
 
Chia-Yang 
 
The One.World framework seems to have reduced the amount of code needed to 
implement Quero.  First of all, querying capabilities provided by structured IO is useful 
in building the QueryManager.  Instead of writing an index server like the one used by 
the Java implementation, local searches can be done by sending queries to the tuple store. 
 
Secondly, the event passing mechanisms in the One.World framework eliminated the 
need for us to implement remote event passing as in the Java implementation.  
Communications between components, either on the same node or different node, can be 
achieved by exporting, importing, and binding to event handlers.  Messages can then be 
sent using the Request / Response model. 
 
In addition, use of asynchronous invocation makes remote event passing easier.  Even if 
the receiving node over the network crashes, the sending node is not affected because it 
does not wait indefinitely after sending the message.  Event queuing and time-outs would 
have to be implemented if the same effects are required on a system using synchronous 
invocation. 
 
Last but not least, different types of messages can be easily created by subclassing the 
Event class provided by One.World.  The fact that an Event is a Tuple makes adding 
fields specific to each type of message relatively easy.  This not only makes the format of 
each message type explicit in its fields, but also allows events to include all the related 
data easily.  An example of this is the Search message used to forward remote queries.  
The stack of remote references to nodes visited by the query was simply embedded in the 
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closure of the Search message.  This also simplified the logic for the nodes, because the 
states are enclosed in the events and need not be maintained by the nodes. 
 
Bret 
 
I think that one.world is at least time consuming to learn when depending solely on the 
documentation and the tutorial. Understanding exactly what the use of many of the 
classes or components is or how it interacts in what situations is still fuzzy to me. 
However, I suppose that these are the flaws of lots of research systems that aren’t widely 
used and documented yet. Files like ServiceMain, SenderMain, ReceiverMain, etc are 
extremely useful in helping understand certain features of one.world (such as discovery, 
remote event passing, etc). Some packages (like one.world.rep) also have example code 
discussing common usages of components in the package. One thing that might be useful 
would be a frequently asked questions area for some of the classes as well as random 
snippets of code that demonstrate usages. Normally when I learn a new API I learn just as 
much if not more from example programs and tutorials then from the documentation. 
Obviously more documentation and tutorials takes away from development time, 
though… 
 
David: 
 
Looking at the numbers above, it’s easy to see where I’ve spent a lot of my time.  
Learning about one.world and mostly sorting out the syntax presented a great barrier to 
the actual code writing that could take place.  I fully understood the system on a high 
level very quickly.  The component interface architecture is very familiar to me from 
working with OOP and COM.  Adding the concept of asynchronous event passing for 
method calls instead of blocking function calls wasn’t difficult or complicated to 
understand.  Adding the concepts of Environments, ConcurrencyDomains, 
ProtectionDomains, descriptors, handlers, closures, listeners, remote events, remote 
binding, remote references, RemoteEvents, takes a lot more time to get the hang of.  
RemoteEvents pass Tuples, are Events, and Events are Tuples, and this is the part that I 
did figure out quickly. 
 
The most helpful learning aids were probably the example applications, seeing the code 
in action helped to remove some of the mystic that arises while reading the javadoc.  The 
tutorial was also helpful, for the most basic kinds of things.  An advanced tutorial would 
have been very nice.  The javadoc was extensive and made for a great reference, 
unfortunately is pretty inadequate for learning how to use the system because it was 
written purely by the implementers and seems to leave out key ideas.  Also there is a lot 
of extra documentation in the javadoc that isn’t necessary for using one.world.  I 
wouldn’t expect this to be otherwise, but it was a factor in learning time.  Deciding what 
was important and what wasn’t takes time because you have to understand what ‘it’ is 
first, ideas that someone unfamiliar with the implementation (or Scheme, etc.) would not 
be able to infer. 
 
It really took me about 2 or 3 weeks until I could write code efficiently in one.world.  
Maybe that is a long time but learning an new architecture in order to write code for it 
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does take about this long on average for me I think especially without a good full 
introductory manual for me to read.  However this is an experimental system. 
 
One significant but subtle design paradigm issue that arose while designing the 
NetworkManager is that of the semi-transparent network services already provided by 
one.world.  In a traditional application, a NetworkManager might exist to provide a 
protocol for communication with the rest of the network, and store any state related to the 
current node.  When designing for one.world all such network communication services 
are essentially provided and the NetworkManager is less of a communication link to the 
network and is able to implement solely application logic.  (This is true of many 
application architectures I imagine.)  The NetworkManager became simply responsible 
for maintaining the state needed to represent the Quero search network hierarchy, and 
provide application level services such as elections, and node insertions.   
 
One of the major issues I ran into in coding for one.world is the amount of plumbing code 
to be dealt with.  Writing an EventDescriptor ,after having already used Skelator, and a 
Component.Importer for it to talk to, adding the handler and listeners and declaring them 
to be exported and imported.  Then linking them up in the main component in advance, 
and keeping track of any changes can be tricky.  In some sense the presence of a main 
component seems to reduce this to functional programming instead of component 
programming.  (elaboration coming)  Reusing components doesn’t seem like much of an 
option, because the interfaces aren’t found at runtime.  (elaboration coming) 
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